
Grade 03 Science
In 3rd Grade, your child will learn science through interesting, age – appropriate activities.  S/he will
investigate the solar system, systems, forces, properties of matter, the natural world, inherited traits of
living organisms, adaptation and survival, and ecosystems.
Cycle              Unit                                              Concepts                           Key Understanding                       Assessment
1st     .  Change – Adaptations .  All plants and animals go .  What are the 
Nine            Gr 03 Unit 01: .  Nature of Science    through a life cycle.    main parts of
Weeks         Plants .  Patterns – Cycles .  Plants and animals depend    a plant?

   on each other and their .  Why do plants
   physical environment and    need roots and
   can be affected by changes    stems?
   in the ecosystem. .  How are plants

   from the past
   like today's
   plants?

.  Properties - .  Some characteristics between .  How are 
1st    Characteristics    parents and offspring are    animals 
Nine            Gr 03 Unit 02: .  Nature of Science    inherited.    grouped?
Weeks         How Animals .  Learned behaviors are acquired .  How do 
                    Live    by an organism's interaction    adaptations    

   with its environment and/or its    help animals?
   characteristics that help them .  How are 
   survive and reproduce in their    animals from
   environments.    the past like

   today's 
   animals?

.  Systems – Survival .  An organism's life cycle is .  What are 

.  Nature of Science    predictable and describable,    ecosystems?
1st    but differs from species to .  Which 
Nine            Gr 03 Unit 03:    species.    ecosystems
Weeks         Investigating .  Plants and animals depend on    have few trees?
                    Ecosystems    each other and their .  What are some

   environment and can be    forest and water
   affected by changes in the    ecosystems?

    ecosystem.
.  Changes in food chain impact 
   the entire ecosystem.



Cycle        Unit               Concepts        Key Understanding    Assessment
.  Systems – Survival .  Plants and animals depend on .  How do living

1st .  Nature of Science    each other and their physical    things interact?
Nine            Gr 03 Unit 04:    environment and can be .  How do living
Weeks         Plants and Animals    affected by changes in the    things get
                    Living Together    ecosystem.    energy?

.  Changes in food chain impact .  How do 
   the entire ecosystem.     environments

   change?  What
   is a healthy 
   environment
   for people?

.  Patterns – Events .  Weather conditions can be .  Why is water
2nd .  Properties – Change    described and measured at    important?
Nine            Gr 03 Unit 05: .  Change – Patterns    a particular time and place. .  How do forms
Weeks          Water .  Nature of Science .  Patterns in weather data can    of water 

   useful in making decisions.    change?
.  How can you 
   make a model
   of the water
   cycle?

2nd .  Patterns – Events .  Weather conditions can be .  What makes up
Nine            Gr 03 Unit 06: .  Properties – Change    described and measured at    weather?
Weeks         Weather .  Change – Patterns    a particular time and place. .  How are 

.  Nature of Science .  Patterns in weather data can    weather 
   useful in making decisions.    patterns

   different?
.  What tools

    might 
   scientists use to
   gather the data
   for a weather
   map?



Cycle        Unit               Concepts        Key Understanding    Assessment
2nd .  Change – Force and .  Energy exists in many forms. .  How do rocks
Nine            Gr 03 Unit 07:    Motion .  Forces (pushes and pulls)    form?
Weeks         Rocks .  Patterns – Motion    cause change in the position .  What are 

.  Change – Energy    or direction of motion of an    minerals?

.  Nature of Science    object. .  What are the 
.  Some forces are not directly    rock groups
   observable.  They can be    and give 
   measured by their effect on    examples of 
   objects.      each?

.  Change – Matter .  The surface of the Earth is .  What are earth's
2nd .  Change – Force and    constantly changing.    layers?
Nine            Gr 03 Unit 08:    Motion .  Some changes occur quickly, .  What are 
Weeks         Changes on .  Nature of Science    and some changes occur over    volcanoes and
                    Earth    time.    earthquakes?

.  Landforms are uniquely .  What are the 
   identifiable by their    landforms that
   characteristics.    are shaped by
.  Science TEKS 3.7C - Identify    water? 
   and compare landforms.  Make
   connections  back to Social
   Studies.  This is a review, not a 
   new concept.

3rd .  Change – Matter .  Classroom and outdoor .  What are 
Nine           Gr 03 Unit 09: .  Change – Force and    investigations, including    resources?
Weeks         Natural Resources    Motion    observing a schoolyard .  How can we

.  Nature of Science    habitat.    protect our
.  Informed choices in the    resources?
   use and conservation of .  What would
   natural resources by    happen to a 
   recycling or reusing    nonrenewable
   materials.    Resource if we

   used it up?



Cycle        Unit               Concepts        Key Understanding    Assessment
3rd .  Properties – Matter .  Matter can be described and .  How can we
Nine           Gr 03 Unit 10: .  Nature of Science    classified in terms of its       describe 
Weeks        Investigating    physical properties.    matter?
                   Properties of Matter .  Matter can exist in different .  How are 

   states and each state has    properties of
   unique characteristics.    matter
.  Matter has physical properties    measured?
   that can be observed and .  What happens
   measured.    to an object
.  The physical properties of    dropped into

    matter can determine how it    water if the 
    is used.    object has a lot

.  A mixture is a combination of    of buoyancy?
   two or more materials.

3rd   .  Properties – Matter .  Matter can exist in different .  What are 
Nine          Gr 03 Unit 11: .  Change - Energy    states and each state has unique,    physical change
Weeks        Investigating .  Nature of Science    demonstrable characteristics.    in matter?
                  Matter and Change .  The addition or reduction of .  What are

   heat may cause predictable    chemical 
   changes in the state of matter.    changes in
.  The Sun is a source of light    matter?
   and heat energy. .  How do 

   physical 
   change affect
   matter?

3rd 
Nine           Gr 03 Unit 12: .  Change – Force and .  Energy exists in many forms. .  What happens
Weeks         Investigating Force,    Motion .  Forces (pushes and pulls)    when things
                    Motion, and Energy .  Patterns – Motion    cause change in the position    change 

.  Change – Energy    or direction of motion of an    position?

.  Nature of Science    object. .  How do simple
.  Some forces are not directly    machines
   observable.  They can be    affect work?
   measured by their effect on .  What would
   objects.    happen to



Cycle        Unit               Concepts        Key Understanding    Assessment
   objects if there
   was no gravity?

4th                     Gr 03 Unit 13: .  Change – Force and .  Energy exists in many forms. .  What is energy?
Nine            Investigating Energy    Motion .  Forces (pushes and pulls) .  How does   
Weeks          .  Patterns – Motion    cause change in the position    energy change    

.  Change – Energy    or direction of motion of an    form?  

.  Nature of Science    object. .  What is heat,
.  Some forces are not directly    light, and  
   observable.  They can be    electrical   
   measured by their effect on    energy?
   objects.

 

4th                          .  Change – Sound .  Different forms of energy, .  What causes
Nine            Gr 03 Unit 14:    including mechanical, light,    sound?
Weeks         Sound    sound, and heat/thermal in .  How does 

   everyday life     sound travel?
.  Why does 
   sound travel
   more slowly
   through air
   than it does
   through water?

4th .  Models - .  The Earth is one of several .  What are some
Nine           Gr 03 Unit 15:    Systems Patterns -    planets that orbit the Sun, and    patterns that   
Weeks        Patterns in the    Cycles    our Moon orbits the Earth.     repeat every 
                   Sky .  Nature of Science .  Models can provide useful    day?

.  Properties -    information about the world .  What patterns
   Matter Properties -     we live in, but they have    repeat every
   Energy    limitations.    year?    

.  The Sun, as a star, is the .  Why does the
   essential source of energy for    Moon's shape
   our solar system.    change?       



Cycle        Unit               Concepts        Key Understanding    Assessment
4th .  Models - .  The Earth is one of several .  What are the 
Nine          Gr 03 Unit 16:    Systems Patterns -    planets that orbit the Sun, and    parts of the 
Weeks       The Solar System    Cycles    our Moon orbits the Earth.      solar system?

.  Nature of Science .  Models can provide useful .  What are the

.  Properties -    information about the world    planets?
   Matter Properties -     we live in, but they have .  What are the 
   Energy    limitations.    inner planets

.  The Sun, as a star, is the    and outer 
   essential source of energy for    planets?
   our solar system.

4th .  Technology .  Plan and implement descriptive .  How does
Nine         Gr 03 Unit 17: .  Properties -    investigations, including asking    technology 
Weeks      Science in our    Matter Properties -    questions, making inferences,    affect our lives?
                 Lives    Energy    and selecting and using .  What are some

   equipment or technology    new 
   needed, to solve a specific    technologies?
   problem in the natural world. .  How does
.  Construct maps, graphic    technology
   organizers, simple tables, charts,    help us get
   and bar graphs using tools and    energy?   
   current technology to organize,
   examine, and evaluate
   measured data.
.  In all fields of science, analyze, and 
   critique scientific explanations by 
   using empirical evidence, logical
   reasoning, and experimental and
   observational testing, including,
   examining all sides of scientific 
   evidence of those scientific 
   explanations, so as to encourage 
   critical thinking by the student.


